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WELCOME TO TRIER
By Jupiter, you can’t visit Trier in such an off-hand
way! No, in Trier you go with a genuine centurion
up the towers of the Porta Nigra, with a monk as
a Devil’s exorcist through the dark alleys, or with a
real Roman in toga to the oldest bishop’s church in
Germany. In the museums you can become acquainted with the most diverse personages: Roman
chariot drivers and medieval hermits, baroque
electoral princes, the strongest man in the world,
Napoleon and Karl Marx.
On a romantic boat excursion you can discover the
Moselle or undertake a richly varied cycling or hiking
tour through the distinctive landscapes and rock formations of the Eifel and Hunsrück mountains. And,
after all that, you can return to a cozy wine tavern,
gourmet restaurants or restaurants of long tradition
in an old fishermen’s village.
It’s no matter whether you come as a single, with
the family, in a group, or with friends – our manifold
packages will turn your stay in Trier into an amazing
experience. We are only too pleased to assist you
with your travel plans and will make up a completely
individual program tailored just for you. Contact us
at any time because as we say:
Nosce te ipsum et carpe diem –
Know yourself and seize the day!
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CENTRE OF ANTIQUITY
Those looking closely can recognize them: the
centuries-old graffiti of Roman stonemasons; the
millimetre-fine joints between tiny small mosaic
stones; the imprints of Roman compasses, the
noble facial expressions of rich cloth handlers and
the remnants of colour and plaster with imperial
magnificence.
Those listening carefully can perceive them: the
heavy footsteps of soldiers’ leather boots on the
battlements built of sandstone; the distant rowing
noises of a widely-travelled wine ship; the whistling
sounds of the wind in the catacombs of the Imperial
Thermal Baths, the drops in the damp cellar of the
Amphitheatre, and the gladiators fighting for life and
death, exhausted and panting.
And yes, those sniffing deeply can even smell them
in Trier: the incense of a 1,700 year old meeting
place; the fear of animals and humans in the former
cages on the periphery of the Roman Arena; the
inebriating scent of handmade bath essences, the
moss-grown basalt of the Roman bridge piers, the
smoke of the underground floor heating.
Those opening up with all their senses can experience Trier’s antique life in all its variety and abundance, its colours and forms. A journey through time,
which propels the lifestyle of a Roman imperial city
into the modern age and which, in eye-catching visualisations and performances, brings you within grasp
the life of previous generations: visible, audible and
above all palpable.

10 X UNESCO
World Heritage
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The Trier World Heritage includes:
Left page: Imperial Baths, Right page: (1) Basilica, (2) Barbara Baths, (3) Porta Nigra, (4) Igel Column, (5) Roman Bridge, (6) Codex Egberti, (7) Cathedral and
Church of our Lady, (8) Amphitheatre
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BE ACTIVE IN THE HOLIDAY
REGION TRIER
In Trier everything has always been linked to the
river – and around it. The Roman poet Ausonius
already knew it: the Moselle River with its typical
meanders, in which are reflected different rock formations and vineyards, is something very special.
Surrounded by hiking paths and wide river embankments, topped by red sandstone cliffs and
wine-covered slate slopes, you glide gently on the
glittering floods of the three-country river, under the
1,800-year-old basalt pillars of the Roman Bridge,
you wave the Mariensäule towering high above the
water level, or you go on exciting excursions through
the Moselle region. No matter whether you are
travelling by ship, by car, by train, by bike or on foot,
Trier is always the perfect point of departure for an
adventure trip in terms of wine, gastronomy and culture. Dozens of small winegrowers, vinotheques and
wine taverns, award-winning cuisine and traditional
regional cooking, Roman festivals and castle romanticism: with three premium long-distance hiking
trails, four premium cycle routes and a perfect connection to Luxembourg, France and Belgium, some
memorable and exciting active adventures are only a
few kilometres away from the river.
Back in Trier, it is up to you how you want to end the
day: on exciting guided tours through the former
imperial metropolis, on a leisurely wine tasting at
an original wine cellar in the typical vintners’ village
Olewig or with a gourmet cruise on the Moselle?
One thing is sure: the next experience is waiting for
you!
Cycling and hiking packages: see pages 32 – 35.

EVENTS 2022
10 | EVENTS

PLANNED HIGHLIGHTS SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS
(SELECTION)
Wine stand on the main market | March –
Beginning of November
Enjoy the flavour of the region – here winegrowers
from the Moselle, Saar and Ruwer present selected
wines.
Trier Old City Festival | 10. – 12.06.
On the last weekend in June the entire city of Trier
celebrates this street festival accompanied by live
music and delicious culinary specialities.
porta3 & Picknickkonzert | 16. – 19.06.
A weekend full of rock, pop and classical music with
the Porta Nigra as backdrop.
Wunschbrunnenhof | Juli/August
Concerts (Rock and Pop), wednesdays
Jazz in the Brunnenhof | Juli/August
Concerts (Jazz), thursdays
Culture Harbor Zurlauben | 26.08. – 04.09.
In front of the new stairs of the Moselle banks, a
colorful program of music and theatre, poetry and
culture is offered for eleven days.
City-Skyliner im Stadtzentrum | 14.10. – 23.12.
Der mit 81 Metern höchste mobile Aussichtsturm der
Welt bringt täglich bis zu 60 Personen pro Fahrt in die
Höhe bringen.
Trierer Underworlds | 28.10. – 19.11.
with the Long Night 12.11.
The new cultural festival takes you on a journey to
the city beneath the city.
Trierer Christmas Market | 18.11. – 22.12..
Romantic Christmas market on the medieval main
market and cathedral courtyard.

Special Exhibition: BODY WORLDS & the story of the
heart | 25.03. – 17.07.
Plastinator Dr. Gunther von Hagens and curator Dr.
Angelina Whalley present their current exhibition in
the Messepark for the first time. On an unforgettable
journey under the skin, unique anatomical speciments including many full-body plastinates, show
the impressive complexity and vulnerability oft he
human body.
https://bodyworlds.com/city/trier/
State exhibition: The Fall of the roman empire |
25.06. – 27.11.2022
The decline of an empire – the Rheinisches Landesmuseum Trier, the Museum am Dom Trier and the
Stadtmuseum Trier shed light on the dark centuries
of Roman history and find questions about why in
the context of the exhibition.
www.untergang-rom-ausstellung.de

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS | 11

Great thinkers and golden treasures, ancient splendour
and baroque luxuriance, works of art dating back from
1800 engraved in stone, painted on beautiful vellum or
decorated with precious stones: self-restraint is difficult
while describing the treasures that are exhibited in the
Trier Museums. And so we can say in all modesty: a visit
is a must!
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Esch 2022 – European Capital of Culture |
26.02. – December 2022
In 2022, Esch-Alzette, Luxembourg’s second largest
city, together with the 10 Luxembourg municipalities
of the Association Pro-Sud and the neighbouring 8
French municipalities, will offer a diverse cultural
programme. (only approx. 55 minutes drive from
Trier)
www.esch2022.lu

Subject to change.

An up-to-date overview of all
Trier events and exhibitions
you’ll find here:

www.heute-in-trier.de
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Discover great thinkers and extraordinary treasures in the museums in Trier:
(1) Cathedral Treasury, (2) Karl Marx House, (3) Cathedral Museum, (4) Rhineland Federal State Museum (Rheinisches Landesmuseum Trier),
(5) Treasury of the City Research Library, (6) Toy Museum, (7) City Museum Simeonstift Trier
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TRIER

EXPERIENCE

GUIDED TOURS 2022

OUR TRAVEL OFFERS

The choice is yours: Informative or diverting,
serious or entertaining. History and stories from
and about Trier: It goes up to the Porta Nigra,
down into the catacombs of the amphitheater.
Clarify a deadly intrigue with Master Builder
Nubius, or meet Karl Marx in the streets of the
city. Discover the Trier UNESCO World Heritage
and the attractive exhibitions in the museums as
part of a range of options for guided tours.

Roman dinner, toga tour, experiences in the vineyard with the vintner, spectacular multimedia presentations in the museum ... Trier also has a lot to
offer for a multi-day visit. The following programs
show what such a “short vacation” in the ancient
center of Germany could look like. They are each
dedicated to a specific topic, which can be adapted
and varied barrier-free on request.

Individual guided tours in foreign languages
you can find here:
www.trier-info.de/en/
guided-tours-for-groups
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SALVE

GOOD TO KNOW

FROM THE HEART OF ANTIQUITY

SEASON TIMETABLE
Off Season 2022
January 01 – March 31,

We welcome every one of our visitors. But in this package, we
do it the typically Roman way. Comfort, adventure and pleasure – even our ancient city founders would have had trouble
deciding between these three things. Which is why they made
sure their cities were able to combine them all in one place.
You can see evidence of this in Trier to this day. With enough
leisure time to do your own thing and relax.

Main Season 2022
April 01 – December 31

SPECIAL OFFER
This offer is valid for the marked travel offers in combination with selected hotels (page 36). These allow
a third night for free including breakfast (off-season,
except Easter). The offer is valid for up to 6 people.

INCLUDED SERVICES
· 2 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Participation in a guided City Tour
· Wine tasting (6 wines)
· Travel guide book “Trier”

BOOKING

Alternatively to the wine tasting:
Wednesdays & fridays, 11 a.m.: Wine tasting (2 wines) with
guided tour through Germany’s oldest wine cellar.

If possible, please send us a booking request one week
before the desired arrival date.

PRICES
The prices are valid for one person in a double room.
Prices for single rooms and additional nights on request.

ACCOMMODATION TAX
The city of Trier has been levying an accommodation
tax (City Tax) of 3.5% on privately arranged, chargeable
overnight stays since January 01, 2018. This is already
included in our package price and does not have to be
paid separately on site at the hotel.

Stay 3 nights – pay 2
(valid off-season in selected hotels)

PRICES

TRIER WITH CHILDREN
We would be happy to organize your individual
Trier trip with children. Please inform us about
the number and age of the children, the desired
room layout and other wishes.

HOTEL CATEGORY

OFF SEASON

MAIN SEASON

I

169,00

179,00

II

149,00

159,00

III

139,00

149,00

IV

129,00

139,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on request.

CONTACT
Trier Tourismus und Marketing GmbH
Simeonstraße 55 ∙ 54290 Trier
Tel: +49 (0)651 978 08-16
Fax: +49 (0)651 978 08-69
Mail: urlaub@trier-info.de
www.trier-info.de

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de
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WORLD HERITAGE –
TREASURES IN TRIER

It’s not hard to become a treasure-hunter in Trier. It
doesn’t even involve any dangerous crossings, tedious map-reading or tricky puzzle-solving. You’ll find
treasures here at every turn. Churches and Roman
monuments soar prominently skywards, while medieval books and ancient tombs wait to be admired and
bridges, baths and fountains spanning 2000 years of
city history invite visitors to come and explore
INCLUDED SERVICES
· 2 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Welcome Menu
(3 course menu with wine accompaniment)
· Participation in a guided City Tour
· Guided Cathedral Tour
· Entrance to the Treasury of the City Library
including audio guide
PRICES

THE FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE
With the Porta Nigra and six further Roman World Heritage
sites still preserved today, Trier is known as the Center of
Antiquity in Germany. What better setting could there be for
the grand state exhibition than Trier, Rome of the North and
former Imperial Residence. You can discover the exhibition and
Germany’s oldest city according to your own taste in different
package offers.
INCLUDED SERVICES OFFERS 1
· 1 Overnight Stay with breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· 1 ticket for city walking tour
· 1 combination ticket for exhibition (3 museums)
ONLY BOOKABLE ON ARRIVAL SUNDAY TO THURSDAY
INCLUDED SERVICES OFFERS 2
· 2 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· 1 ticket for city walking tour
· 1 combination ticket for exhibition (3 museums)
· 1 x 3-course Roman meall
· Wine tasting (6 wines) in a winery

HOTEL CATEGORY

APRIL–OCTOBER

I

219,00

II

199,00

III

189,00

PRICES

IV

169,00

HOTEL CATEGORY

OFFER 1

OFFER 2

I

119,00

249,00

II

109,00

229,00

III

99,00

219,00

IV

89,00

199,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on request.

Tips:

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on request.

ANTIKENCARD The Fall:
Entrance to 2 roman buildings and to the Rhineland Federal State Museum
(Rheinisches Landesmuseum) / 22.00 EUR

ARRIVAL: JUNE 24, 2022 – NOVEMBER 24, 2022 DURATION
OF THE STATE EXHIBITION:
JUNE 25, 2022 – NOVEMBER 27, 2022

City Tour “Trier Individually – Big History in a Small Circle”:
in foreign languages, 90 minutes, 60.00 EUR (up to 5 people), additional
person +10.00 EUR p.p. (max. 10 people)

Painting by Joseph-Noël Sylvestre, “The plundering of Rome by the Barbarians in the year
410” (1890), oil on canvas, Musée Paul Valéry, Sète

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de
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AN UNBOUNDED
CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

A TIME WITH FRIENDS:
ROMANS AND RIESLING

Trier is a place where you rarely see borders, but often
cross them. You can be in Luxembourg in half an hour,
and France in an hour. So what could be more natural
than turning the unbounded into a travel destination? To
experiencing Trier’s greatness, Luxembourg’s character,
and the Metz way of life over for days? And to all the
while enjoying the fact that, as part of the Quattropole
city network, Trier not only cultivates friendships with its
neighbouring countries, but also embraces them? Nothing. Except perhaps staying a little longer and paying a
visit to the capital of the Saarland region too.

“A good wine is like a good friend”, as the well-known
quote from the late antiquity goes. Nowhere else
would people be more willing to endorse this than
in one of the world’s most prominent wine-growing
regions: the Moselle. And because friends can also be
visited at home, this gourmet package enables you to
explore the mountains on whose slopes our wine is
grown, experience the Moselle winegrowers up close,
and delve deep into the history and philosophy of this
fine drop. But not on your own, of course. Because
what the Romans forgot to mention was that a good
wine is best enjoyed with friends.

INCLUDED SERVICES
· 3 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Welcome Menu (3 course menu with wine
accompaniment)
· Participation in a guided City Tour
· Audio guide tour in Metz (France)
· Participation in a guided City Tour in Luxemburg
· Dumont guidebook (french/german) “Quattropole –
ein wunderbares Stück Trier, Metz, Saarbrücken und
Luxemburg”
· Trier present
PRICES
HOTEL CATEGORY

MAIN SEASON

I

319,00

II

289,00

III

259,00

IV

239,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on request.

INCLUDED SERVICES
· 2 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Adventure performance “Gladiator Valerius”
(just in German, English alternative on request)
· Salve Menu (3 course menu with wine
accompaniment)
· Private guided tour (approx. 120 minutes)
· Surprise during the guided tour
· Guided Tour through the vineyards
· Wine Tasting (6 wines) in a winery
· Vintner’s Meal in a winery
Alternatively to the Salve Menu:
Would you like to “Dine like the Romans”?
Then book our Sample Roman Meal
Supplemental price: 15.00 EUR per person
BOOKABLE APRIL – OCTOBER, FROM 6 PEOPLE
PRICES

Tips:
Esch 2022 – European Capital of Culture | 26.02. – December 2022
Visit Esch2022, the European Capital of Culture in neighbouring Luxembourg!
Event period from 26.02. until December 2022.
More information: www.esch2022.lu

HOTEL CATEGORY

APRIL–OKTOBER

I

275,00

II

255,00

III

245,00

IV

235,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on request.

Note: Public Transport in Luxembourg
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg is offering free use of public transport (train, bus,
tram) since 2020.

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de
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A TIME WITH FRIENDS:
TRIER CULTURE TIME
The cultural experience awaits the visitor in Trier at
every corner. In the stones of our UNESCO World Heritage Sites, in our wine bars and exquisite restaurants
or in the theatrical and musical offers of our cultural
partners. So you don’t have to look far – nevertheless,
an arrangement is worthwhile in which the best of
culture and enjoyment are packed into three extraordinary days.
INCLUDED SERVICES
· 2 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Private guided tour (approx. 120 minutes)
· Wine&Dine – 4 course menu with wine
accompaniment
· ANTIKENCARD BASIC
We would be happy to book event tickets for you (subject to availability) – whether theater, concerts, special
exhibitions, etc. – the choice is yours!
Trier Event Calendar
www.heute-in-trier.de

A TIME WITH FRIENDS:
WINTERY TRIER
Trier shows itself from a special side in winter. It’s more relaxed and slower here. But also more intensely and consciously. Experience Trier from different perspectives and enjoy the
time with family and friends.
INCLUDED SERVICES
· 2 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Mulled wine or non-alcoholic punch
· 3 course menu with typical regional specialties
· Private guided tour (approx. 90 minutes)
· Guided hike through the Weißhaus forest with
wonderful views over Trier (approx. 180 minutes)
· Wine tasting (3 wines) with Tapas
BOOKABLE JANUARY – MARCH, FROM 6 PEOPLE.
Stay 3 nights – pay 2
(valid off-season in selected hotels)

PRICES
HOTEL CATEGORY

JANUARY – MARCH

I

255,00

II

233,00

III

222,00

IV

211,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on request.

BOOKABLE FROM 6 PEOPLE.
Stay 3 nights – pay 2
(valid off-season in selected hotels)

Tips: Trier Card
3 days of free travel on the inner-city bus routes and numerous discounts during your stay

PRICES

in Trier. Available at www.triershop.de.

HOTEL CATEGORY

OFF SEASON

MAIN SEASON

I

265,00

275,00

For your visit of the Trier Christmas Market

II

245,00

255,00

“The Magic of Advent in Trier” package,

III

235,00

245,00

Information and prices: www.trier-info.de/en/package-offers-2022

IV

215,00

225,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on request.

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de
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A TIME WITH FRIENDS:
BIKE TOURING WITH
CULINARY PLEASURE
Slow down and discover a lot. After an exclusive driver training session, you can set off with
your e-bike from the Roman metropolis of Trier
through the unique cultural landscape.
INCLUDED SERVICES
· 3 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Vintner’s Vesper “The Best of the Region”
including one glass of sparkling wine
· E-bike training with certified trainer,
approx. 45 min
· 2 guided E-Bike Tours
· Dinner in a Trier typical restaurant
including one mug of regional apple cider
· Wine Tasting (3 wines) with Tapas

BY BOAT AND BIKE
Discover the natural and cultural landscape between the Moselle and Saar by bike and let the
glittering waters pass by by ship. Look forward
to two varied tours and enjoy the change of
perspective.
INCLUDED SERVICES
· 3 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Wine Tasting (3 wines) and tapas
· Boat excursion Saarburg – Trier
· Boat excursion Trier – Piesport
· All excursions including bike transport
· Cycling map (1 per room)
· Participation in a guided City Tour

BOOKABLE FROM 6 TO 15 PEOPLE.
PRICES

BIKE

EXPERIENCE
TRIER

HOTEL CATEGORY

MAY – OCTOBER

I

399,00

II

366,00

III

355,00

IV

344,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on
request.

Tip:
Bike rental from 12.00 EUR / day.

Around the Trier base camp there are 4 premium
bike routes. From here you can comfortably explore
a different river valley every day, such as that of the
Moselle, Saar, Ruwer and Kyll or the foothills of Eifel
and Hunsrück.

ARRIVAL ON MONDAY, TUESDAY OR FRIDAY.
PRICES
Please note
Do you prefer to ride a mountain bike or a racing bike?
You can find out everything you need to know about your cycling experience
with Trier base camp here: www.trier-info.de/en/cycling
The brochure “Trier Aktiv-Rad” (German) can be downloaded or ordered for

HOTEL CATEGORY

MAY – SEPTEMBER

I

319,00

II

289,00

III

274,00

IV

254,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on
request.

free at: www.trier-info.de/en/brochures-order

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de
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PREMIUM HIKING
AROUND TRIER
All good things come in ... fours:
Hiking, looking, marveling, feasting
INCLUDED SERVICES
· 5 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· 4 Lunch Packages
· 4 Hiking Tours: “Moselsteig”, “Eifelsteig”
“Saar-Hunsrück-Steig” and “Seitensprung:
Longuicher Sauerbrunnen”
· All excursions including taxi transfer
· Tour descriptions (1 per room)
· Vintner’s Vesper “The Best of the Region” 		
including one glass of sparkling wine
· Participation in a guided City Tour
· Wine&Dine – 4 course menu with
accompanying wines
· Wine tasting (4 wines) and vintner’s meal in
the winery “von Nell”
PRICES

HIKING
EXPERIENCE TRIER

From the Trier base camp, the “Moselsteig”, “Eifelsteig” and “Saar-Hunsrück-Steig” – three premium
long-distance hiking trails lead you to different places
in the region and make active holidays in the Moselle
region attractive.
If you are in the mood for unique views, enjoyable
moments and eventful hiking tours, contact us.

HOTEL CATEGORY

OFF SEASON

MAIN SEASON

I

639,00

669,00

II

589,00

609,00

III

559,00

589,00

IV

519,00

549,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on
request.

A TIME WITH FRIENDS:
HIKING TIME
With family or friends you can discover the
region around Trier together with a nature adventure guide. You can look forward to unique
views, all kinds of interesting facts, a beautiful
landscape and culinary delights.
INCLUDED SERVICES
· 3 Overnight Stays / Breakfast
(including the accommodation tax)
· Welcome Menu (3 course menu with wine
accompaniment)
· 2 Hiking Tours with a nature adventure guide
· puplic transportation ticket
· Wine tasting (3 wines) and tapas
· Typical Trier menu
BOOKABLE FROM 6 PEOPLE.
PRICES
HOTEL CATEGORY

OFF SEASON

MAIN SEASON

I

385,00

409,00

II

365,00

379,00

III

345,00

369,00

IV

325,00

339,00

Price (EUR) per person, single room prices on
request.

Interesting facts about your hiking experience
with base camp Trier you find here: www.trier-info.de/en/hiking

Contact: +49 (0) 651/978 08 -14/-16 · urlaub@trier-info.de · www.trier-info.de

